BEG-ADV CLOSING CAST

“The Greatest Show”
(Choreographer – Ms. Maggie)

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING DANCERS!!!

1. Olivia Bryant
2. Skylar Norberg
3. Julia Santos
4. Brenna Mc Claury
5. Laila Cooley
6. Suratmo Imomnazarova
7. Eleanor Johnson
8. Brenna Varnell
9. Abigail Zelenak
10. Aimlee Irons
11. Olivia Wilson
12. Gabrielle Cooley
13. Eliza Niermann
14. Mady Carlisle
15. Paige Dunbar
16. Clara Eaves
17. Marissa Schumacher
18. Kymani Cherry
19. Collette Esquibel
20. Karen Hernandez
21. Eliana Irons
22. Elaina McDonald
23. Morgan Berzinskas
24. Chloe Piper
25. Aiden Schumacher
26. Maggie Tranchetti
27. Brooklyn Rush
28. Rebecca Dunbar
29. Ximena Hernandez
30. Samantha Sarellano
31. Kiera Mc Claury
32. Lauren Cleaver
33. Brooklyn Drummond
34. Tresa Sievertsen
35. Madeline Gonzalez
36. Ruby Lopez
37. Ashlyn Sidelko
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE:

Rehearsal Location: Central Recreation Center (18150 E Vassar Pl, 80013)

Rehearsal Day: Fridays – March, April, May & June

Rehearsal Dates: March 3, 24, 31, April 7, 14, 21, 28, May 5, 26, June 2

Rehearsal Time: 6:30-7:45 p.m.

Other Notes & Requirements:

*All dancers cast in this piece must be available for Dress Rehearsals on June 7 & 8 in the evening & Recitals on June 9 & 10 in the evening. This Closing piece will be danced for both Beg-Adv Recitals.

*This is a VERY LARGE piece with limited rehearsal time. Dancers are allowed ONE EXCUSED ABSENCE from Friday rehearsals for this particular piece. We have already allotted for no rehearsal on March 10 (Ms. Maggie unavailable), March 17 (Spring Break) & May 12 & 19 (Ms. Maggie unavailable). Any rehearsal absence must be pre-approved by Ms. Maggie, except for a last-minute illness or COVID exposure, which should also be communicated. Fewer absences are preferable for the process. Please also note that because this cast is so large, there may be rehearsals when not all dancers are needed. Ms. Maggie will e-mail you about these specific details, but please for now, plan on all dates listed.

*Please make sure that you can commit to all rehearsals & performances before accepting your casting. Excessive absences will not be allowed, as it delays the progress of the dance for the choreographer & the other dancers.

*Please make sure to call the Dance Office at 303.326.8308 or e-mail dance@auroragov.org by Wednesday, March 1 to accept your casting in this Closing choreographic piece! We look forward to you shining in the Closing of the Beg-Adv Spring Dance Recitals!